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Sepsis is a life-threatening condition induced by a deregulated host response to severe infection. Post-sepsis
syndrome includes long-term psychiatric disorders, such as persistent anxiety and post-traumatic stress disorder,
whose neurobiological mechanisms remain unknown.
Using a reference mouse model of sepsis, we showed that mice that recovered from sepsis further developed anx-
iety-related behaviours associated with an exaggerated fear memory. In the brain, sepsis induced an acute patho-
logical activation of a specific neuronal population of the central nucleus of the amygdala, which projects to the
ventral bed nucleus of the stria terminalis. Using viral-genetic circuit tracing and in vivo calcium imaging, we ob-
served that sepsis induced persistent changes in the connectivity matrix and in the responsiveness of
these central amygdala neurons projecting to the ventral bed nucleus of the stria terminalis. The transient and
targeted silencing of this subpopulation only during the acute phase of sepsis with a viral pharmacogenetic ap-
proach, or with the anti-epileptic and neuroprotective drug levetiracetam, prevented the subsequent develop-
ment of anxiety-related behaviours.
Specific inhibition of brain anxiety and fear circuits during the sepsis acute phase constitutes a preventive ap-
proach to preclude the post-infection psychiatric outcomes.
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Introduction
Sepsis is defined as a life-threatening organ dysfunction caused by
a dysregulated host response to infection.1 It is a medical emer-
gency that, despite adequate early treatment, remains associated
with a highmortality and increased long-termmorbidities impact-
ing the survivor’s quality of life. It affects 30 million patients per
year worldwide, with a growing incidence, making it an increasing
burden in public health.2 In 2017, considering its importance and
complexity, theWorld Health Organization declared sepsis a global
health priority, adopting a resolution to improve its prevention,
detection and clinical management.3

Sepsis acute effects on the CNS induce behavioural and neuroen-
docrine adaptive response to systemic inflammation, referred to as
sickness behaviour.4 In addition to the sickness behaviour, 50–70%
of patients develop a sepsis-associated encephalopathy, character-
ized by electroencephalographic alterations5 and consciousness im-
pairments—ranging fromdelirium to coma—which highly increases
short-termmorbi-mortality without being related to direct brain in-
fection.6 Interestingly, patients who clear the infection and survive
sepsis develop later on severe psychiatric disorders including de-
pression, anxiety and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) that
lead to increased suicide rates.5–12 For instance, considering that life-
time PTSDprevalence is only 1–12% in the general population,7,8,13,14

it reaches 24–50% in patients who recover from abdominal or re-
spiratory sepsis. Despite the medical, epidemiological and social
burden of these post-sepsis psychiatric disorders, there is to date
no specific treatment to prevent or diminish their occurrence.

The pathophysiology and the mechanisms of the sepsis-asso-
ciated encephalopathy are currently poorly understood. Some brain
regions are preferentially targeted during sepsis. Studies of the brain
of patients who died of sepsis demonstrate a strong neuronal activa-
tion and apoptosis in specific areas, notably the brainstem and the
amygdala.9 The amygdala, composed of two groups of nuclei—i.e.
the basolateral region (BLA) and the central region (CeA)—is a crucial
node in the fear and anxiety circuitry in bothhumanand rodent stud-
ies.15,16 The CeA, and more specifically its lateral subdivision (CeL),
contains mainly GABAergic neurons that project to the centres con-
trolling defensive and appetitive behaviour.17 These CeA output neu-
rons are composed of two non-overlapping subpopulations of
inhibitory neurons, which express the markers protein kinase Cδ
(PKCδ+) or somatostatin (SOM+) that reciprocally control each other,
leading to the expressionof conditioned fear, notably in fear learning,
extinction and generalization.15,17 Importantly, PKCδ+ neurons re-
ceive direct inputs from the parabrachial nucleus (PBN), a brainstem

structure which provides nociceptive and vagal signals.18 Moreover,
inhibition of PKCδ+ neurons is sufficient to drive the formation of

artificial aversive memories,19 indicating the crucial role of PKCδ+

neurons in the fear memory network.20 In addition, optogenetic

activation of PKCδ+ neurons in the CeL promotes anxiogenic21 and
anorexic effects,22 suggesting a diversity of subcircuits within the

overall PKCδ+ neuron population. From the acute adaptative
defensive behaviour controlled by the CeA can emerge a delayed sus-

tained maladaptive response. This response is characterized by an

overestimation of the threat potential in uncertain situations and
involves an overlapping circuit centred on the amygdala, whose dys-

function has been highlighted in various psychiatric disorders.23

Additionally, the extended amygdala—which includes the CeA and

the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST)—has been shown to
play a predominant role in the outcome of anxiety-related disorders

including PTSD.24,25

Using the common murine sepsis model of caecal ligation and
puncture (CLP) that induces sepsis by an intra-abdominal infection,
it is possible to experimentally reproduce the sepsis-induced brain

responses described herein.26 It mimics the major features of hu-

man sepsis, including strong inflammatory response and sickness
behaviour.27–29 Studies have shown that mice present anxiety-like

behaviour and altered fear memory several weeks after CLP induc-
tion, reminiscent of the anxiety and PTSD-like symptoms devel-

oped by human sepsis survivors.30–34 In the present study, this
preclinical model has been used to study the causal link between

the sepsis-induced brain dysfunction during the acute phase and
the subsequent development of PTSD-like fear expression. We

demonstrated that sepsis induced an acute and transient patho-

logical activation of a specific circuit of the extended amygdala.
The inhibition of this neuronal subpopulation only during the acute

phase of sepsis prevented the development of post-sepsis
PTSD-like symptoms. From a therapeutic perspective, it is note-

worthy that, in addition to this transient neuronal hyperactivation,
sepsis-associated encephalopathy has been characterized by EEG

changes,5,35 including a shift of alpha and beta activities to in-
creased delta and theta activities, with triphasic waves and burst

suppression in the most severe cases. Epileptic discharges are de-

tected inmore than 10% of patients with sepsis-associated enceph-
alopathy.36 In rodent studies, the injection of the bacterial

endotoxin liposaccharide increases seizure susceptibility by lower-
ing seizure threshold.37 Given these observations, we tested the ef-

fect of the administration during sepsis of levetiracetam (LEV), an
anti-epileptic and neuromodulatory drug. LEV is a presynaptic
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inhibitor of the neurotransmitter release and the most frequently
used anti-epileptic drug, very well tolerated even in critically ill pa-
tients.38 LEV acts on the synaptic vesicle glycoprotein 2A located at
the surface of the neurotransmitter vesicle in the presynaptic ter-
minal and inhibits vesicle release in the synaptic cleft.39 LEV has
a pan-synaptic activity specifically on bursts of activity and is non-
sedative. Moreover, studies demonstrated its capacity to restore al-
pha and beta activities with reducing the delta and theta ones in
epileptic patients.40 Besides its classical anti-epileptic action, LEV
has been used to dampen pathological hyperexcitability of neocor-
tical circuits in neurodegenerative diseases41 and in ischaemic
brain injuries.42 In the present study, we administrated LEV during
the acute phase of sepsis to investigate whether LEV could signifi-
cantly prevent the CLP-induced transient neuronal activation of
amygdala circuits and reduced the magnitude of post-sepsis anx-
iety and PTSD-like fear expression.

Materials and methods
Animals

Adult (2–5months old) wild-typemale C57Bl/6JRjmice (Janvier Labs)
and adultmale and female FOS-CreERT2 (Fostm1.1(cre/ERT2)Luo; Jackson
Labs43) and VGAT-ires-Cre mice (Slc32a1tm2(cre)Lowl; Jackson Labs44)
were housed under a 12-h light/dark cycle, with dry food and water
available ad libitum. All procedures were consistent with the
European Union guidelines (EU Directive 2010/63/EU) for animal
experiments and were reviewed and approved by the Animal
Welfare Committee of the Institut Pasteur (Project numbers:
2015-004, 2013-0086, dap180018 and dap200025).

Caecal ligation and puncture surgery

Mice were treated for analgesia and rehydration 30mins before sur-
gery with subcutaneous (s.c.) injection of buprenorphine (0.1 mg/kg,
Buprecare®, Axience) and saline (NaCl 0.9%). The CLP surgery
(�10min) was achieved under general anaesthesia (isoflurane, 4%
for induction in inhalation chamber, then maintained during the
surgery at 1.5% with 98.5% oxygen). Mice were placed on a heating
pad to maintain the body temperature at 37°C during the procedure.
Absence of reaction to leg and tail pinch was checked before incision
of the abdominalwall previously cleanedwith ethanol 70%, and then
incision of the peritoneum. The caecum was exposed and a loose li-
gation was achieved at its external third with Mersilk 4.0 (Ethicon).
Two transfixing punctures were performed avoiding blood vessels
with a 21G needle. Faeces were expressed and spread on the caecum
before suturing abdominal muscles and peritoneum in two separate
plans. Buprenorphine and saline subcutaneous injections were then
performed every 12 h until complete recovery. We evaluated sepsis
severity every 12 h for 72 h using the sepsis score, which evaluates
the clinical signs of local (abdominal spasm) and systemic reaction
to sepsis (rectal temperature, fur erection, abnormal breathing), be-
havioural changes (faeces cleaning, presence of peri-ocular dried
eye drop, incomplete palpebral opening, spontaneous activity in
the cage, escape attempt after tail grabbing) andmuscular weakness
(ability to grip forceps, body tone, difficultywalking). Each itemof the
scale was scored 0 or 1, with a total score range from 0 (normal) to 12
(highly severe). For ethical reasons, mice with a sepsis score≥6 and a
temperature ≤35.3°C were euthanized. CLP mice were compared ei-
ther to sham animals, which only underwent a laparotomy proced-
ure with the same anaesthetic and analgesic protocol as CLP mice,
or to control-naïve animals that only underwent the same

anaesthetic and analgesic protocol as CLP mice. CLP, sham and con-
trol surgery were performed in the morning (Zeitgeiber time 3–5).
Significant variability in the sepsis score was observed using such a
CLP protocol. Variability factors include the surgical procedure itself,
but also the microbiota and the digestion state of the animals at the
time of the surgery. To avoid this variability asmuch as possible, CLP
surgeries were carried out by the same experimenters following the
similar protocols at the same period of the day and in the same ani-
mal facility. Compared to previous works, the mean features of our
CLP protocol are that it is performed on a heating pad under isoflur-
ane anaesthesia (which allows a very rapid awakening of the animal)
and under analgesia with buprenorphine without any other post-
surgical treatment such as antibiotics. Mice were kept warm by the
heating pad and regularly injected with buprenorphine and saline
during the 72 h following surgery. Thefinal lethality of the CLP proto-
col was ~50% (Supplementary Fig. 1A and B).

Stereotaxic injections

Mice were transported to the room where the surgery was
performed and underwent a subcutaneous injection of buprenor-
phine (0.1 mg/kg, Buprecare, Axience) and saline (NaCl 0.9%)
30 min before anaesthesia. Mice were anaesthetized with an intra-
peritoneal (i.p.) injection of xylazine (10 mg/kg, Rompun 2%, Bayer)
and ketamine (50 mg/kg, Imalgene, Mérial) and then placed on a
heating pad to maintain body temperature at 37°C. Stereotaxic in-
jections of viral vectors in adult mice were performed as previously
described.45 Briefly, the animal’s head was inserted into a stereo-
taxic frame (David Kopf Instruments). Following local anaesthesia
(lidocaine, Xylovet), the animal’s head was shaved, the scalp steri-
lized with an iodine solution and cut to reveal the skull. Small cra-
niotomies were drilled and the tip of the pulled glass pipettes (tip
diameter, �30–50 µm) of the injection system (Nanoinject II,
Drummond) were slowly lowered to the target coordinates.
AAV9-hSyn-FLEX-ChrimsonR-TdTomato-WPRE (Penn vector core,
4.5 × 1012 vg/ml, 100 nl injected bilaterally, speed: 1 nl/s),
AAV9-hSyn-FLEX-GFP-2A-Synaptophysin-mRuby-WPRE (Addgene
plasmid 71760; production by the Translational Vector Core of
the laboratory for Translational Research in Gene Therapy,
INSERM UMR1089, Université de Nantes, France 5 × 1012 vg/ml,
100 nl injected bilaterally), AAV9-Syn-FLEX-GCamp6F.WPRE.SV40
(Addgene 100833, 3 × 1013 vg/ml, 50 nl injected bilaterally),
AAV5-hSyn-DIO-mCherry-WPRE (Addgene 50459, 2.5 × 1013 vg/ml,
diluted 1:5 in saline 0.9%, 50 nl injected bilaterally), AAV5-
hSyn-DIO-hM4D-mCherry (Addgene 44362, 4.5 × 1012 vg/ml, 50 nl
injected bilaterally), AAV5-hSyn-DIO-hM3D-mCherry (Addgene
44361, 5 × 1012 vg/ml, 50 nl injected bilaterally), pAAV-synP-
FLEX-splitTVA-EGFP-B19G (Addgene 52473, 1013 vg/ml, 50 nl
injected bilaterally) or (EnvA)SAD-ΔG-mCherry (provided by
Karl-Klaus Conzelmann, 109 vg/µl, 50 nl injected bilaterally) were
injected in the CeA (from bregma, antero-posterior: −1.25,
medial lateral: ±2.85, dorsoventral from brain surface: −4.0).
AAVretro-EF1a-mCherry-IRES-Cre (Addgene 55632, 1.4 × 1012 vg/
ml, 100 nl injected bilaterally), AAVretro-PGK-Cre (Addgene 24593,
2 × 1013 vg/ml, 100 nl injected bilaterally), AAV9-hSyn-
GCaMP6f-WPRE (Addgene 100837, 2 × 1013 vg/ml, 100 nl injected bi-
laterally) or cholera toxin B (CTB) A647 (Invitrogen C34778, 1 mg/ml,
300 nl injected bilaterally) was injected in the ventral BNST
(vBNST) (antero-posterior: +0.2, medial lateral: ±1.0, dorsoventral:
−4.2). Injection in the vBNST encompassed the lateral and medial
part of the vBNST below the anterior commissure,46 with the com-
missure limiting the diffusion of the virus to dorsal regions of BNST.
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CTB A568 (Invitrogen C34777, 1 mg/ml, 300 nl injected bilaterally)
was injected in the substantia innominata (antero-posterior: −0.3,
medial lateral: ±1.9, dorsoventral: −5.0 from brain surface). At the
end of the injection, the skin was sutured and then sterilized with
iodine solution. The animalwas left to recover and then transferred
back to its home cage. Animals in which post hoc histological exam-
ination showed that viral injectionswere not in the correct location
were excluded from analysis.

EEG and amygdala local field potential recordings

Following analgesia (buprenorphine, 0.1 mg/kg s.c.) and anaesthe-
sia (ketamine and xylazine, 50 and 10 mg/kg, respectively, i.p.),
mice were placed into a stereotaxic frame (David Kopf
Instruments). Following craniotomy, two EEG silver-wire electrodes
(250 µm silver wire with a 1-mm ball tip head, A-M Systems Inc.)
were implanted epidurally above the dorsal hippocampus (from
bregma, anteroposterior: −2 mm, medial lateral: −1.5 mm), two ref-
erence electrodes implanted on the occipital crest (250-µm silver
wirewith a 1-mmball tip head) and two EMGwires inserted between
the neck muscles (280-µm insulated silver wire), the six electrodes
having been previously soldered to a miniature eight-pin connector
(Omnetics). For local field potential (LFP) recordings in the amygdala,
a bipolar electrode (twisted 50-µm coated-platinum wires, imped-
ance 0.2–0.5 MOhm, A-M Systems Inc.) was lowered into the left
amygdala, with the tip of the bipolar electrode positioned into the
CeA (from bregma, anteroposterior −1.25, medial lateral ±2.9, dorso-
ventral −4.15). The whole system was stabilized with a liquid bond-
ing resin (Superbond, Sun Medical) and dental acrylic (Unifast). The
animalswere left in their individual cage to recover for 2weeks.Mice
were then habituated to the connection/disconnection of a flexible
connection cable for several days and then continuously recorded
within their individual cage for three to five consecutive days.
Following this baseline recording, animals were disconnected, ex-
perienced just a general anaesthesia/analgesia (�10min isoflurane
anaesthesia at Zeitgeiber time 4–5 and buprenorphine, 0.1 mg/kg
s.c.) and were then immediately reconnected to the cable for a
24-h recording. The day after, following a baseline recording, mice
underwent aCLP surgery under anaesthesia/analgesia (�10 min sur-
gery performed at Zeitgeiber time 4–5 and buprenorphine, 0.1 mg/kg
s.c.) and were then immediately reconnected to the cable. EEG,
EMG and LFP signals were amplified (×1000, 0.1–300 Hz, Iso-
DAM8A, World Precision Instruments) and sampled (Micro1401-3
A/D interface, CED) at 1 kHz. The signals were filtered by a digital fi-
nite impulse response (FIR) filter (EEG: 0.1–30 Hz; EMG: 10–300 Hz;
LFP: 1–300 Hz). For EEG/EMG, we extracted the EEG power spectrum
for non-overlapping 3-h epochs before and after the treatment. We
computed the total power (0.1–100 Hz), the ratio between the delta
band (1–5 Hz) power and the theta band (6–10 Hz) power (delta/
theta ratio), and the mean frequency in the theta–delta band (0.1–
10 Hz). Given the massive EEG alterations in both power and
frequency after CLP, classical sleep scoring algorithms could not be
used properly. As an alternative to evaluate total sleep time and
sleep bout duration during the 6 h post-CLP (compared to control re-
cordings after just anaesthesia/analgesia), we analysed the EMG sig-
nal to extract all the time bouts the animals spent immobile formore
than 20 s, and then calculated the mean resting bout duration, the
cumulative time the animal spent at rest and the cumulative time
the animals spent in prolonged rest (more than 120 s). For LFP post
hoc analysis and epileptiform-like spike extraction, we applied spike
detection (time window, −100 ms; +300 ms), spike sorting, spike
clustering function and spike waveform analysis using Spike2

software (CED) followed by a manual adjustment of the clusters.
Using this analysis, we could extract stereotyped epileptiform
spikes—characterized by a fast and sharp spike (�50ms; 50–100 µV)
followed by a slowwave-like component, which clearly distinguished
from the background activity—and excluded most electrical/move-
ment artefactual events. Investigators were not blinded to the group
identity, but automatic analysis routines were performed with the
same script executed for each experimental group.

Tamoxifen-inducible recombination

Three hours after CLP, we injected 4-hydroxy-tamoxifen [1 mg/kg
diluted in saline with 2.5% dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO), 2.5%
Kolliphor]. Half the amount of tamoxifen was administered sub-
cutaneously, the other half intraperitoneally. The control mice
were injectedwith a vehicle solutionwithout 4-hydroxy-tamoxifen
(saline with 2.5% DMSO, 2.5% Kolliphor).

In vivo calcium imaging with fibre photometry

Following the injection of the GCaMP6f-expressing viral vector,
optic fibres (multimode, ∅ 430 μm, NA 0.5, LC zirconia ferrule)
were implanted bilaterally at the same injection coordinates and
fixed to the skull with a liquid bonding resin (Superbond, Sun
Medical) and dental acrylic (Unifast). Three weeks after implant-
ation, neurons infected with GCamp6f vector were chronically ex-
cited with a 473-nm solid-state laser (Crystal Lasers) via a 430-μm
multimode optical fibre (output intensity < 0.1 mW). The emitted
fluorescence was collected by the same fibre, filtered through a di-
chroic mirror and a GFP-emission filter (452–490 nm/505–800 nm;
MDF-GFP, Thorlabs), filtered (525±19 nm) and then focused on a
NewFocus 2151 Femtowatt photodetector (Newport). Blue light
reflected in the light path was also filtered andmeasured with a se-
cond amplifying photodetector (PDA36A; Thorlabs). The
signals from the two photodetectors were digitized by a
digital-to-analogue converter (Micro1401-3 A/D interface, CED) at
5000 Hz and then recorded using Spike2 software (CED, UK). For
light-stimulation of ChRimsonR-expressing axon terminals
coupled in GCaMP6f recordings, red light (589 nm, 10 mW, pulse
duration: 15 ms) was collimated in the recording optic fibre to se-
lectively activate ChRimsonR-expressing axon terminals while
GCaMP6f was independently excited with low blue light intensity
(<0.1 mW), thereby avoiding cross-excitation of ChRimsonR. Mice
were progressively habituated to the bilateral connection of two
flexible optical patchcord cables (Doric Lenses Inc.) within their in-
dividual home cage. Recordings weremade in situ in the home cage
4 h before and up to 24 h after surgery (CLP or sham). For each ani-
mal, we also performed a control recording before and after general
anaesthesia without surgery (10 min of isoflurane 4% induction fol-
lowed by 10 min maintained at 1–1.5% with 98.5% oxygen).
Recordings with low-fluorescence signals (mean fluorescence
<0.2 mV and/or spontaneous events in ΔF/F<1%) or displaying
movement/laser artefacts (visible in the reflected blue light chan-
nel) were discarded from the analysis. For analysis of fluorescence
signals, the rowGCaMP6f signal traces fromeachdetectorwere first
smoothed (smoothingwindow=0.02 s) and then used to calculate a
continuous ΔF/F, defined as [F(t) − Fo(t)] / Fo(t), where F(t) is the
row-smoothed GCaMP6f signal trace and Fo(t) is the mean fluores-
cence intensity within sliding window (10 s) centred on time t. To
extract spontaneous calcium transient with the same threshold
in all individuals independently of their ΔF/F amplitude, we also
calculated a z-score-normalized fluorescence F′, defined as
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[F(t) − Fo(t)] / σ(t), where σ(t) is the standard deviation of the F(t)
signal in a sliding window (100 s) centred on time t. From this
z-score-normalized fluorescence F′, all the events above 3SD
were automatically extractedwith custom scripts (Spike2, CED; min-
imum time interval between events, 2 s) and the peak amplitude of
each event was then extracted from the ΔF/F signal. The frequency
of the sorted spontaneous events was then reported as the number
of events per unit of time (30min) and normalized to the 2-h baseline
activity before treatment (baseline set to 1). For the mean fluores-
cence analysis, the row GCaMP6f signal traces were downsampled
(0.5 Hz), smoothed (100 s), averaged every 30 min and normal-
ized to the 2-h baseline mean fluorescence before treatment.
Investigators were not blinded to the group identity, but auto-
matic analysis routines were performed with the same script exe-
cuted for each experimental group. Animals in which post hoc
histological examination showed that viral injection or implanted
optic fibre were mislocated were excluded from further analysis.

Pharmacology

Clozapine-N-oxide (CNO) (C0832; Sigma-Aldrich, resuspended in
0.9% NaCl saline, 1 mg/kg) was injected intraperitoneally at time 0
hours (H0), H6, H12, H24, H30, H36 andH48, according to the experi-
ment. Levetiracetam (Union Chimique Belge, resuspended in 0.9%
NaCl saline, 300 mg/kg) was injected intraperitoneally at H0, H12,
H24, H36 and H48 post-CLP.

Intracerebroventricular continuous infusion of
levetiracetam

Twenty-four hours before surgery, Alzet osmotic pumps (model
1003D, 1 µl/h for 3 days) coupled to brain infusion kit (model #3)
were filled with LEV (or sterile saline as control), and then activated
by immersing the pumps into sterile saline and incubating it in a 37°
C incubator to allow a partial 1 day pumping (out of the 3 days). For
surgery, mice were shaved, locally sterilized and placed into a
stereotaxic frame (David Kopf Instruments) under analgesia (bupre-
norphine, 0.1 mg/kg s.c.), local anaesthesia (lidocaine) and general
anaesthesia (isoflurane, 4% for induction in inhalation chamber,
then maintained during the surgery at 1.5% with 98.5% oxygen).
Following craniotomy, osmotic pumpswere inserted into a subcuta-
neous tunnel between the two scapulae and the brain infusion can-
nula was implanted into the right lateral ventricle (stereotaxic
coordinates relative to bregma, antero-posterior: −0.5 mm; medial
lateral: 1 mm; dorsoventral: 2.5 mm). Immediately after osmotic
pump implantation and the suture of the skin, CLP was performed
as described above. LEV concentration for intracerebroventricular
(ICV) infusion (100 mg/ml; 0.1 mg/µl/h)was calculated based on pre-
vious studies using ICVLEVadministration (0.3 mg/h47) andalso cal-
culated based on studies that have established the ED50 for
anticonvulsant effects of the anti-epileptic drug valproate with in-
traperitoneal and ICV injectionmode, indicating that a dilution fac-
tor of �8–18 between intraperitoneal and ICV mode have an
equivalent seizure suppression performance.48

Behavioural experiments

Behavioural assays started 15 days after CLP. For each experiment,
mice were transported in their home cage to the experiment room
45 min prior to experiments. A 100-lx lightwas used, andmicewere
trackedwith a JVC lowlux camera fixed to the ceiling above the are-
nas. The sameexperimenter blinded to the experimental treatment
analysed the videos with Ethovision XT (Noldus).

Open field test

Open field arenas were composed of four opaque 50× 50×50 cm
squared cages without bedding, disposed in a 2×2 rectangle.
Spatial cues consisted in three vertical lines or a triangle of green
labelling tape on opposing north and south walls. Mice were
released in the centre facing a given wall and were allowed to
move freely and explore the cage for 15 min. Total distance moved
(cm), mean distance to centre (cm) and time spent moving (s) were
computed from tracked videos with Ethovision XT software.

Novel object location/novel object recognition

Novel object localization and novel object recognition arenas were
the same arenas as used in the openfield. Animals were habituated
to the behavioural arena for 3 days (15 min on the first day and then
10 minper day on the next 2 days) before beginning the object train-
ing. On the third day, after the last habituation period, the training
phase of the novel object localization protocol was started. Two
identical objects (either two 50-ml falcon tube caps or two four-plot
yellow Lego Duplo bricks) were placed on one side of each arena. At
the beginning of the trial, the mouse was placed facing the middle
of the wall opposite the objects. During two 10-min training ses-
sions, mice became familiarized with the objects—sessions being
separated by an inter-trial interval of 1 h. Onehour after the last ha-
bituation phase, the novel location task trial was started aftermov-
ing one object to the opposite corner. Mice were placed into the
arenas for a further 10 min. The training phase for the novel object
recognition began immediately after the novel object localization
trial. Mice freely explored the arenas for a further 10 min after the
two objects were placed in their original location. Twenty-four
hours, one of the objects was substituted with a different one (for
instance, one of the two 50-ml falcon tube caps by a four-plot yellow
Lego Duplo brick and vice versa). For both tests, the time spentwith
each object (old and new locations or old and new objects) was re-
corded during a 5-min test period. Mice were considered exploring
when obvious signs of directed attention were observed (i.e. sniff-
ing or prolonged observation). Time spent on top of the objects
was not counted, unless the mice showed simultaneously a direct
attention to the object. For novel object localization and novel ob-
ject recognition experiments, the discrimination index was calcu-
lated by dividing the time (in seconds) spent exploring a new
object (or new location) by the sum of the time (in seconds) explor-
ing the familiar and new objects (or location).

Light/dark box test

The light/dark box arena consisted of two equal-sized arenas: a
white and opened one and a black and covered one, communicat-
ing through a mouse-sized open door. Mice were placed at the be-
ginning of the test in the light arena and were recorded during a
6-min trial. The percentage of time spent in the light arena was cal-
culated with the Ethovision XT software.

Olfactory habituation

Mice were habituated to a transparent cage with perforated alu-
minium soil without bedding (46 ×24× 20 cm) for 20 mins before
the test. A paper filter soakedwith 10 µl of amyl acetate (1% inmin-
eral oil, Sigma-Aldrich) was presented lying on a Parafilm® sheet
for 2 min, three times, with an inter-trial interval of 2 min. Mice
were considered sniffingwhen their nosewas directly above the fil-
ter paper. On the fourth trial, a new odour (10 µl of eugenol, 1% in
mineral oil, Sigma Aldrich) was presented for 3 min. The sniffing
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times between the fourth and the third trials were then compared.
For each mouse, each investigation time was normalized to inves-
tigation time during the first odour presentation.

Morris water maze

A Morris water maze task was performed in a 120-cm water tank
filled with opacified water (white paint, Crayola) maintained at 21
±1°C during the experiment. Spatial cues (triangle, circle, rectangle,
cross) were disposed at each cardinal point. A circular platform
(11 cm) was placed in the south-west quadrant 2 cm above the
water level for the first two trials of the first day and then 2 cm be-
low the water surface for all remaining trials. The test encom-
passed a training period and a probe trial. The training period
consisted of four trials per day until the learning was considered
satisfactory (see below). To avoid track memorization, mice were
released in the water tank at a different position from one trial to
the next, always facing the closest wall. The trial was stopped
when themouse found the platformand, if not, systematically after
60 s from the release.Micewere allowed to stay 10 s on the platform
before placing them back in their home cage. When mice failed to
find the platform, they were placed on it for 10 s. For each trial,
the latency before reaching the platform (s), path length (cm) and
time spent in each quadrant (s) were computed. When latency be-
fore reaching the platformwas <20 s, learningwas considered com-
pleted and the probe trial test was then achieved 24 h later. During
the probe trial, the platform was removed and mice were released
in the quadrant opposite to the previous site of the platform.
Time spent in the quadrant where the platform was placed was
then calculated. Ethovision XT and MUST-C algorithm were used
to analyse individual mice track and strategy to reach the platform
site. MUST-C provides an unbiased classification and scoring of the
strategy used to find the platform from highly cognitive to non-
cognitive strategies (6/6=direct, 5/6 = corrected, 4/6 = focused
search, 3/6 = circling, 3/6 =accidental circling, 3/6 = chaining, 2/6 =
random, 1/6= thigmotaxis and 1/6=passivity).49

Auditory and contextual fear conditioning

For the fear conditioning, mice were individually placed in a home-
made electrifiable grid floor Plexiglas arena (20×15 cm) contained
in a sound-proof box connected to a constant-current (DC) shock
generator (Supertech Instruments) and equipped with a camera
and an audio speaker. Before each conditioning session, the cage
was washed with Surfa’Safe® premium (Anios). After a 3-min ha-
bituation period, mice underwent two sequences of a 28-s 2.5-kHz
tone (conditional stimulus, repetition frequency: 440 Hz, 75 dB) fol-
lowed by a 2-s electric shock (0.4 mA, unconditional stimulus) sepa-
rated by a 15-s silence period, then followed by a 1-min resting
period. Movement following shock was monitored through a cam-
era placed above the arena. Fear recall was performed 24 h after
conditioning. The conditioning and the contextual recall environ-
ment were identical. Mice behaviour was recorded for 3 min.
Immediately after the contextual exposure trial, the auditory ex-
posure trial was started. Mice were moved to a different 20×
20 cm cage, with a smooth floor (Plexiglas) and different olfactory
cue (as the cage was washed with ethanol 75% and odorized with
amyl acetate 1%). After a 2-min habituation time, mice were ex-
posed for 2 min to the 2.5-kHz unconditional auditory stimulus
(repetition frequency: 440 Hz, 75 dB). For the contextual and the
auditory fear recalls, live freezing time was evaluated. Freezing
was defined as the absence of movement except for breathing. A
blind second evaluation of the freezing time was achieved based

on the videos recorded during the sessions. Animals not showing
proper active avoidance during the two consecutive foot shocks
were discarded from the analysis (<5% of animals).

Fear extinction

For auditory fear extinction, mice were exposed immediately after
auditory recall to a series of 1030-s conditional auditory stimuli
(2.5 kHz, repetition frequency: 440 Hz, 75 dB), separated by an inter-
trial period of 15 s in the same cage context as the auditory fear re-
call. Auditory fear retention was tested 48 h later with a series of
two 30-s conditional auditory stimuli. For contextual fear extinc-
tion, mice were placed for 3 min in the contextual fear recall con-
text every 24 h for five consecutive days starting the day after
contextual fear recall. Contextual fear retention was tested 48 h
after the last extinction session. For each trial, a camera recorded
mice behaviour. A double-blind evaluation of the freezing time
was achieved live and then post hoc using the videos.

Fear generalization

One week after fear conditioning and extinction sessions, a second
fear conditioning trial was achieved with two sequences of 28-s
2.5-kHz tone (conditional stimulus, repetition frequency: 440 Hz,
75 dB) followed by a 2-s electric shock (0.8 mA, unconditional
stimulus) in an original context (context A: original shape
Plexiglas arena with red tape and a new odorant atmosphere with
limonene scent). Twenty-four hours after conditioning, mice were
placed for five consecutive 3-min trials successively in context A,
context B (different 20×20 cm cage, with a smooth floor in
Plexiglas but same olfactory cue ([+]-limonene)), context C (same
cage as context B but without the odour, with an auditory 7.5 kHz
conditional stimulus), context D (same cage as context B but with
a new odour ([−]-carvone)), and context A again to measure extinc-
tion. Each 3-min context exposure was separated by an inter-trial
period of 1 min where the mouse was placed in its home cage. For
each trial, a camera recordedmice behaviour. A double-blind evalu-
ation of the freezing time was achieved live and post hoc using the
videos.

Immunohistochemistry

Mice were euthanized by an intracardiac infusion of 0.9% NaCl and
4% Formol under deep anaesthesia (xylazine 20 mg/kg, ketamine
100 mg/kg). Brains were extracted with forceps after incision of
the skin and medial section of the skull with fine scissors. Brains
were post-fixed with Formol 4% over night at 4°C (or only 2 h for
c-fos labelling), then rinsed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
before being stored in PBS with 30% sucrose. Brains were then cor-
onally cut into 60-µm thick sections with a freezing microtome
(Leica). The sections of interest were stored in PBSwith 0.01% azide.
The immunolabelling protocol begun with a permeabilization step
using PBS with 0.2% Triton X-100 and 10% normal donkey serum
(NDS, Abcam, Ab7475) blocking agent [or normal goat serum
(NGS), Abcam, Ab7481; depending on the experiments] for 2 h un-
der constant agitation. Primary antibodies diluted according to
the supplier’s recommendations were then incubated with PBS
with 0.2% Triton (PBST), NDS 10% (or NGS) and azide 0.01%, at 4°C
with constant agitation for a variable duration (between 1 and 4
days). Primary antibodies used were PKCδ (1:1000, mouse, BD
Biosciences, 610398), SOM (1:500, goat, Santa Cruz, Sc-7819), c-fos
(1:1000, rabbit, Santa Cruz, Sc-52/Ch; 1:1000, rabbit, Abcam,
Ab190289), green fluorescent protein (GFP) (1:500, chicken, Abcam,
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Ab13970) and redfluorescent protein (RFP) (1:4000, rabbit, Rockland,
600-401-379). After three 5-min washes with PBS, sections were in-
cubated with either Alexa Fluor 488-, 568- or 647-conjugated sec-
ondary antibodies (Invitrogen, ThermoFisher) with PBST 0.2%,
NDS 2% (or NGS 2%) and DAPI (0.01%) at room temperature with
constant agitation for 2 h. After three 5-minwasheswith PBS, slices
weremounted on slides with amountingmedium (FluoroMount-G,
Interchim). Image acquisition was carried out either with an apo-
tome microscope (Zeiss), a confocal microscope (LSM 700, Zeiss)
or a digital slide scanner (Axio Scan, Zeiss), according to the experi-
ments. Quantification of c-fos+ neurons was achieved using the
‘spot detection’ function of ICY software (Institut Pasteur, France
Bioimaging), allowing counting of the number of c-fos+ cells in
brain areas previously drawn on the slides’ images via the region
of interest function of the same software. For analysis of rabies
virus-labelled neurons, 60-µm thick coronal sections were cut
and one section out of three was serially collected for RFP/DAPI
staining before mounting. We analysed sections from the anterior
insular cortex to the end of the brainstem, based on the Paxinos at-
las.46mCherry-positive somaswere counted fromall selected slices
except for regions surrounding the rabies virus injection (�300 µm
radius), due to the reported non-specific expression of virus at the
site of injection.50 The fraction of total presynaptic neurons for
each animal was obtained by dividing the number of mCherry+ so-
mas for each brain region by the total number of somas counted in
the entire hemisphere, to then produce a colour-coded map.
Regions with less than 1% of total cells were not further repre-
sented. All BNST subregions were pooled, except the oval nucleus.

RNA purification and quantification by
quantitative PCR

Whole brain for RNA analysis was collected in liquid nitrogen and
stored at −80°C before processing. Tissues were thawed in 1 ml of
Qiazol (Qiagen) then shredded using a TissueLyzer II and metallic
beads (Qiagen). Two hundred microlitres of chloroform (Merck)
were added before spinning for 15 min at 4°C, 20 000g. The upper
aqueous phase was collected for RNA purification and quantifica-
tion. Total nucleic acid from the whole brain was purified using
RNEasy Minikit with a DNAse step (Qiagen) to remove any
remaining genomic DNA. Purified RNA was quantified and a
reverse transcription on 500 ng of RNA using SuperScript® II
Reverse Transcriptase (Life Technologies) was performed.
Quantitative PCR amplification was achieved on 500 pg of cDNA
using StepOne Plus RealTime PCR system (Applied Biosystems)
and SYBR Green PCR selectmastermix (Roche). Cycling conditions
were 50°C for 2 min, 95°C for 10 min and 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 s
and 60°C for 1 min. All experiments were performed in triplicate.
The relative abundance of amplified cDNA was calculated as
2−ΔCt, where ΔCt (change in cycle threshold) equals Ct in the target
geneminus Ct in the control gene. Results are expressed as the ra-
tio of 2−ΔCt from the tested group to the control group. For the data
presented in Supplementary Fig. 1M, mice were perfused with
20 ml of PBS under deep anaesthesia (xylazine 20 mg/kg, ketamine
100 mg/kg). The brain was quickly removed and cooled down
in cold PBS. Then a 2-mm2 fragment containing the amygdala
was cut and immediately put in RNAlater® solution (Sigma-
Aldrich) and kept at 4°C until processing. RNA extraction was
performed following the PureLink RNA Mini Kit protocol
(ThermoFisher). Synthesis of cDNA was done using SuperScript
IV (ThermoFisher) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Real-time quantitative PCR was performed using SYBR Green

and primers from Bio-Rad. Ct values were normalized to the
mean Ct obtained with Gapdh and Hsp90 as housekeeping genes.

Cytokine multiplex

After blood collection in 1.5-ml tubes (Eppendorf), serum was ob-
tained with centrifugation for 10 min at 9000g, immediately frozen
in dry ice and stored at −80°C until assay. Cytokines and chemo-
kines were measured using Bio-Plex magnetic bead fluorescence
measurements. Bio-Plex pro MT Mouse Cytokine Standard 23-Plex
Group 1 kit (Bio-Rad)was used following themanufacturer’s recom-
mendations, which allowmeasurement of eotaxin, G-CSF, GM-CSF,
IFN-γ, IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-2, IL-3, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-9, IL-10, IL-12 (p40),
IL-12 (p70), IL-13, IL-17A, KC, MCP-1 (MCAF), MIP-1α, MIP-1β,
RANTES and tumour necrosis factor (TNF). Cytokine concentrations
were normalized to the total protein concentration in each serum
aliquot. Cytokines that did not reach the level of detection were
not included in the analysis.

Statistical analysis

All experiments and data analyses were achieved blinded unless
otherwise stated. In the figures are indicated the number of subjects
used in each experimental condition and the data are expressed as
mean±SD (or ±SEM if stated). Two-sided statisticalanalyseswereper-
formedwith GraphPad Prism 6.0. No statisticalmethodswere used to
pre-determine sample size or to randomize. Samples normality was
previously testedusing theD’Agostino and Pearson omnibus normal-
ity test. For comparison of two means tests, an unpaired t-test was
used if the sample passed the normality test, withWelch’s correction
if the compared groups’ standard deviations were significantly
different. If the sample did not pass the normality test, we used the
Mann–Whitney test. For statistical analysis between three or more
independent groups, we used ANOVA tests coupled to post hoc
Sidak’s multiple comparison tests. In behavioural experiments, out-
liers were identified using Grubbs’ method (α=0.05) and then re-
moved. For correlation analysis, we use the Pearson test. Statistical
significance was set at *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001.

Data availability

The datasets generated during the current study as well as the
custom code used to analyse the data are available from the
corresponding authors upon reasonable request.

Results
CLP mice develop long-term anxiety and PTSD-like
conditioned fear expression

To assess the neurobiologicalmechanisms of long-term behaviour-
al disorders following sepsis, we used the validated murine model
of sepsis induced by peritonitis after CLP.27 We confirmed that
this model reproduces the major features of human sepsis, includ-
ing a severe systemic and brain inflammatory response and transi-
ent neuroinflammation as assessed by increased expression of
circulating cytokines and brain mRNA coding for IL-1β and TNF
(Fig. 1A and B and Supplementary Fig. 1A). CLP was also associated
with sickness behaviour (Fig. 1C), sleep alterations characterized by
sleep fragmentation with frequent arousal27,28 as well as EEG ab-
normalities, characterized by slower rhythms and power decrease
(Supplementary Fig. 1C). This EEG feature is classically observed
in human sepsis patients5 and is thought to be a consequence of
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the sepsis-induced decrease of cerebral blood flow and metabol-
ism.51 CLP lethality was approximately 50% (Supplementary Fig.
1B). A sepsis score using clinical and behavioural criteria was set
to regularly evaluate over time the symptoms developed post-
surgery. CLPmicewere compared to shamanimals that only under-
went a laparotomy procedure with the same anaesthetic and
analgesic protocol as CLP mice, or control-naive animals that
only underwent the same anaesthetic and analgesic protocol.
Fifteen days post-CLP (D15), mice that recovered from sepsis
showed no sign of remaining sickness behaviour (Fig. 1A–C and
Supplementary Fig. 1A). However, these mice displayed enhanced
anxiety, with a significant avoidance of the arena centre in the

open field test (Fig. 1D) and an increased time spent in the dark are-
na in the light/dark box test (Fig. 1E) when compared to shammice.
In addition to anxiety-like spontaneous avoidance behaviours, we
also assessed fear memory in CLP recovered mice using a context-
ual and auditory fear conditioning paradigm, in which an electric
foot shock (aversive unconditional stimulus) is paired with a dis-
crete auditory cue in a specific context (conditioned stimulus).23,52

Twenty-four hours after the acquisition phase, we monitored the
fear memory retrieval, assessed by context- or tone-induced freez-
ing behaviour. CLPmice showed an increased freezing time in both
the contextual and auditory recalls (Fig. 1F), despite exhibiting a
similar behaviour to sham animals during the acquisition phase

Figure 1 CLP mice developed long-term anxiety and PTSD-like conditioned fear expression. (A) Timeline of the experiment: long-term anxiety and
fear-related behaviours were tested from 2 weeks post-surgery. (B) Brain cytokine levels were significantly increased post-CLP [ncontrol = 5, nD1-sham=
1, nD1-CLP = 5, nD2-sham=4, nD2-CLP = 8, nD3-sham=5, nD3-CLP = 5. IL1-b: group F(1,30) = 2.931, P=0.0972, D2: *P=0.0119; TNF: group F(1,30) = 7.354, *P=0.0110,
D2: *P=0.0141]. (C) CLP-induced sickness behaviour (nControl = 9, nCLP =90) was transient and totally disappeared at D15. (D and E) CLP caused long-term
anxiety behaviour illustrated by an increasedmean distance to arena centre in the open field (D; nSham=16, nCLP = 23, **P=0.0037) and an increased time
spent in the dark area during the light/dark box test (E; nSham=14, nCLP = 13, *P=0.0348). (F) Twenty-four hours after aversive conditioning, CLP mice
displayed an enhanced freezing behaviour during both contextual and auditory fear conditioning recall (Contextual: nSham=27, nCLP = 29, *P=0.0176;
Auditory: nSham=18, nCLP = 20, *P=0.0108). (G) CLPmice showed an increased freezing behaviourwhen confronted to stimuli partially related to the con-
ditional stimulus in the generalization test [nSham=12, nCLP =15, group, F(1,25) = 9.243, **P=0.0055; Context A, *P=0.0136; Context C, *P=0.0183].
Statistics: (D–F) Mann–Whitney test or unpaired t-test; (B, C and G) two-way ANOVA and Sidak’smultiple comparison tests (grey bar when significant).
Data shown as mean±SD. D = days post-surgery; H = hours post-surgery.
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(Supplementary Fig. 1F). This facilitated freezing response was also
detected for auditory stimulus that had not been previously paired
with the conditioned stimulus (Fig. 1G). On the contrary, contextual
fear generalization was similar to sham animals (Fig. 1G), indicating
that CLP mice display only a partial fear generalization to auditory
cues. We observed only a limited deficit in fear extinction, with a
non-significant trend towards higher freezing responses in CLP
mice tested for short-term spontaneous recovery of fear retention
following repeated presentations of the conditioned stimulus
(Supplementary Fig. 1G). These exaggerated fear responses did not
result from a diminished pain threshold (monitored as motor re-
activity to the shock, Supplementary Fig. 1F) and were no longer ob-
served 45 days post-sepsis (Supplementary Fig. 1H). In contrast to
fear memory, CLP mice did not show any impairment of either rec-
ognition memory—assessed by novel object recognition test
(Supplementary Fig. 1J) and olfactory habituation–dishabituation
tests (Supplementary Fig. 1K)—or spatial contextual learning—as-
sessed both by novel object localization (Supplementary Fig. 1J)
and Morris water maze (Supplementary Fig. 1I). Lastly, long-term
fear impairments at D15 positively correlated with the magnitude
of the sepsis score (maximum score between H24 and H48), which
also correlatedwith the brain expression level of cytokines and che-
mokines at H48 (Supplementary Fig. 1L and M). Together these re-
sults demonstrate that 15 days after CLP-induced sepsis, mice
exhibit both anxiety in spontaneous exploration tests and exacer-
bated PTSD-like conditioned fear response with partial fear
generalization.

CLP induces transient brain activation

To decipher the origin of the sepsis-induced long-term behavioural
alterations, we characterized the brain activity changes during the

acute phase of sepsis. The expression level of the neuronal activa-
tionmarker gene c-foswasmonitored during the 24 h following sep-
sis (Fig. 2A and B and Supplementary Fig. 2A). At 6 h (H6) post-CLP,
c-fos expression was increased in nuclei of the autonomic, vagal
andneuroendocrine systems such as thenucleusof the solitary tract
(NTS), the area postrema (AP), the PBN and the supraoptic nucleus of
the hypothalamus (Fig. 2C and D). The lack of significant activation
in areas strictly involved in pain perception, such as the paraven-
tricular thalamus and the agranular insular cortex, ruled out any
contribution of nociception to the sepsis-induced brain activation
(Fig. 2E). Remarkably, a high level of c-fos protein was observed in
brain regions classically involved in fear and anxiety, with a transi-
ent activation in the CeA and the vBNST, and decreased activity in
the ventral hippocampus and the BLA (Fig. 2F).53 Those activated
brain regions—converging on the CeA—are known to be involved
in feedback loops orchestrating defensive behaviour.15,16,54 This ac-
tivation pattern at H6 was transient and returned to baseline levels
at H24 (Supplementary Fig. 2B–E).

CLP triggers the activation of PKCδ+ CeA neurons
projecting to the vBNST and the substantia
innominata

To characterize the neuronal populations of the CeA transiently ac-
tivated during sepsis, we performed co-immunolabellingwithmar-
kers of CeA subpopulations. c-Fos-positive (c-fos+) CeA neurons
primarily expressed PKCδ and did not co-localize with SOM
(Fig. 3A). We then labelled these c-fos+ neurons by injecting into
the CeA a Cre-dependent GFP-positive adeno-associated virus
(AAV) into transgenic mice expressing the tamoxifen-inducible
Cre-recombinase enzymeunder the control of the c-fos promoter.43

Three hours after CLP, tamoxifen was injected, restricting the

Figure 2 CLP induced transient brain activation. (A and B) Neuronal activation marker c-fos was quantified at H6 post-surgery. Scale bar =200 μm. (C
andD) H6 c-fos quantification showed transient neuronal activation in CLP compared to shammice in areas involved in the neurovegetative response
[C; NTS: nsham=3, nCLP = 6, ***P=0.0009; area postrema (AP): nsham=3, nCLP =6, **P=0.0089; PBN: nsham=7, nCLP = 12, *P=0.0255] and the neuroendocrine
system [D; supra-optic nucleus (SO): nsham=7, nCLP =10, ***P=0.0003]. (E) At H6, CLP showed no effect on the activation of pain related areas compared
to the sham group ([agranular insular area (AI), paraventricular nucleus of the thalamus (PVT) nsham=7, nCLP =11]. (F) CLP-induced c-fos expression var-
iations at H6 in areas involved in fear and anxiety circuits [ventral hippocampus (vHIP) cornu ammonis 3 (CA3): nsham=4, nCLP =5, *P=0.0328; BLA: nsham
=7, nCLP = 8, **P=0.0079; CeA: nsham=8, nCLP = 9, ***P=0.0006; vBNST: nsham=4, nCLP = 6, *P=0.0121)]. Statistics: (C–F)Mann–Whitney test or unpaired t-test.
Data shown as mean±SD.
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Figure 3 CLP triggered the activation of PKCδ+ CeA neurons projecting to the vBNST and the substantia innominata. (A) CeA c-fos+ neurons at H6
post-CLP were 67% co-localizing with PKCδ+ neurons, but 0% with SOM+ neurons (n=6, total cell counted, nc-fos+/PKC =301/453, ncfos+/SOM=0/144;
scalebar = 20 μm). (B–D) Viral trapping of CeA c-fos+ neurons at H6. (B) A Cre-dependent GPF+ AAV virus was injected in the CeA of transgenic
mice expressing the tamoxifen-inducible Cre-recombinase enzyme under the control of the c-fos gene promoter. 4-Hydroxy-tamoxifen was injected
into these mice 3 h after CLP for restricting the recombination window between H3 and H9 post-CLP. (C) Recombination site in the CeA. Scale bar =
200 μm. (D) GFP+ fibres only projected to the vBNST and the substantia innominata (SI) but not to other reported projection regions of CeA PKCδ+ neu-
rons suchas the PBN (n=3, scale bar = 200 μm). (E–G) CTB retrograde tracing. (E) CTBA568was injected in the substantia innominata andCTBA647 in the
BNST. Mice underwent a CLP surgery 5 days after stereotaxic injection and were sacrificed at H6. (F) Representative picture of c-fos+ staining and CTB
labelling. (G) C-fos+ neurons colocalized at 92.6%with retrograde CTBA568 and/or CTBA647 tracers in the CeA. In a control region such as the BLA, only
27.2% of the H6 c-fos+ neurons were co-localizing with both CTB tracers (n=3, total cell counted, nc-fos = 173, scale bar = 200 μm). (H–J) In vivo calcium
imaging of vBNST-projecting CeA neurons. (H) Gcamp6f-specific expression and recordings in the vBNST-projecting CeA neurons (scale bar = 50 μm)
before and after surgery (CLP, red; sham, grey). (I) Spontaneous calcium events frequency (top) and mean fluorescence (bottom) in the
vBNST-projecting CeA neurons were higher in CLP compared to control or sham mice [frequency: interaction: F(76,1075) = 2.268; group: F(2,1075) =
381.6, ****P<0.0001; mean fluorescence: interaction: F(76,1107) = 1.602, P=0.0011; group: F(2,1107) = 336.1, ****P<0.0001]. (J) Between H4 and H6 (nControl
= 11 nSham=10, nCLP =12), CLP mice (compared to control or sham animals) displayed a higher frequency of calcium events with a non-significant de-
crease in amplitude of those events. Statistics: (I) Two-way ANOVA and Sidak’s multiple comparison tests (grey bar when significant). (J) Mann–
Whitney test or unpaired t-test, ****P<0.0001. Data shown as mean±SEM (I) and mean±SD (J).
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recombination window around H6 (Fig. 3B). Labelled CeA neurons
(Fig. 3C) exclusively projected to the vBNST and the substantia in-
nominata (Fig. 3D and Supplementary Fig. 3A), two pallidal regions
involved in emotional encoding.55–57 Labelled CeA neurons did not
project to the other reported output regions of the PKCδ+ CeA neu-
rons, like PBN (Fig. 3D and Supplementary Fig. 3A).58 To confirm
these results, we retrospectively labelled CeA neurons projecting
to the substantia innominata and BNST with two different retro-
grade CTB tracers (Fig. 3E and F) and observed that a vast majority
of c-fos+ CeA neurons at H6 post-CLP co-localized with these CTB
markers (Fig. 3G). Considering that vBNST is highly activated post-
sepsis and is involved in anxiety-related disorders,25,59 we targeted
the expression of the fluorescent calcium reporter GCaMP6f in
vBNST-projecting CeA neurons. For this, we injected in the vBNST
a retrograde Cre-expressing virus and in the CeA a conditional
Cre-dependent virus expressing GCaMP6f. Finally, we implanted
an optic fibre above the CeA to chronically monitor the activity of
vBNST-projecting CeA neurons before and after CLP (Fig. 3H). CLP
induced a rapid and sustained increase in the frequency of spontan-
eous population calcium transients as well as in the mean fluores-
cence intensity (Fig. 3I), compared to sham and control animals.
Corroborating the c-fos gene expression data, this effect was already
visible at H4–H6 (Fig. 3J). The increased frequency of calcium events
following CLP was associated by a slight decrease in mean peak
amplitude (Fig. 3J). Altogether, these data revealed that brain regions
involved in anxiety and fear expression are activated during the
acute phase of sepsis, with an important activation of a subpopula-
tion of PKCδ+ CeAneurons projecting to the vBNST. Given that in hu-
mans, epilepticdischarges are observed ina significantproportionof
sepsis patients, we also performed in vivo LFP recordings in the CeA
(Supplementary Fig. 3B). Following CLP, seizure or epileptic sharp-
wave discharges were absent in the CeA. However, the transient oc-
currence of some large isolated stereotyped epileptiform-like spikes
was observed in 20% of the animals within 1 to 4 h following CLP, in-
dicative of the potential emergence of focal epileptic-like abnormal-
ities in the amygdala during the sepsis acute phase (Supplementary
Fig. 3B and C).

CLP induces long-term alterations of synaptic
connectivity and functional activity of
vBNST-projecting CeA neurons

To understand how sepsis imprinted durable anatomical and func-
tional changes in brain circuits at D15, we investigated the impact
of CLP on the presynaptic connectivity of the vBNST-projecting
CeA neurons, using targeted retrograde rabies virus-based mono-
synaptic tracing. In this approach,we restricted the rabies infection
only to vBNST-projecting CeA neurons with a retrograde
Cre-expressing virus injected in the vBNST and, in the CeA, a con-
ditional Cre-dependent ‘helper’ virus to express the avian tumor
virus receptor A (TVA) and the rabies glycoprotein. Three weeks la-
ter, injected animals were divided into two groups and experienced
either CLP or sham surgery. Two weeks post-surgery, we injected a
glycoprotein-deleted EnvA-pseudotyped mCherry-expressing ra-
bies virus [(EnvA)SAD-ΔG-mCherry] that only infected neurons ex-
pressing TVA receptors and spread only from cells expressing the
glycoprotein. Six days post-injection, we examined sections of the
entire brain to quantify the location and the relative number of
mCherry-positive neurons (Fig. 4A and B). To visualize the connect-
ivity map of presynaptic neurons to vBNST-projecting CeA neu-
rons, we generated a map of the relative proportion of each brain
region in the control condition (showing regions with >1% total

inputs). Labelled brain regions directly projecting ontoCeAneurons
were similar to those reported previously for PKCδ+ CeA neurons,22

with major inputs originating from midbrain (PBN, retrorubral
field), cortical regions (BLA, agranular insular cortex, post-piriform
transition area), hypothalamus (lateral hypothalamic area, ventro-
medial hypothalamic nucleus) and BNST (Fig. 4C). By comparing
CLP to sham mice, we established a map of the differential contri-
bution of input regions. This brain map revealed which regions ex-
hibit a distinct connectivity pattern at D15 post-CLP (relative to
sham).We observed that BNST (including theON) and themidbrain
dopaminergic region retrorubral field—two regions involved in
threat and aversive signal processing—contained fewer labelled
neurons in the CLP group (Fig. 4D).

To complement to this anatomical characterization, we investi-
gated the functional activity of vBNST-projecting CeA neurons at
D15 during behavioural tests. To express the calcium reporter
Gcamp6f in the CeA neurons projecting to the vBNST, we used
the same genetic design as described in Fig. 3 in both CLP and
shammice (Fig. 4E). We performed in vivo fibre photometry record-
ings of those neurons during auditory fear conditioning and fear re-
call at D15 (Fig. 4E). During the learning phase, CeA neuronal
activity did not significantly change in response to the auditory con-
ditioned stimulus (Fig. 4F), but exhibiteda strong excitatory response
to foot shock, without any difference between CLP and sham ani-
mals (Fig. 4G). During fear recall, we observed that the conditioned
stimulus induced a significant inhibitory response in CLPmice com-
pared to shamanimals (Fig. 4H), as previously reported in PKCδ+ CeA
neurons.60 Thus, at D15 post-CLP, vBNST-projecting CeA neurons
exhibited an altered synaptic connectivity and amarked responsive-
ness to the conditioned stimulus.

LEV administration during sepsis suppresses the
transient neuronal activation in vBNST-projecting
CeA neurons

Considering that the acute brain response to CLPwas characterized
by the transient hyperactivation of specific circuits, associated
with epileptic-like abnormalities, we hypothesized that the
sepsis-induced transient activation of brain anxiety circuits could
be responsible for the long-term PTSD-like condition fear expres-
sion. To test this hypothesis and implement a potential preventive
therapeutic approach aiming at alleviating the emergence of long-
term anxiety-related behaviours,61,62 we evaluated the effect of the
neuromodulatory and anti-epileptic drug LEV. To test its impact on
sepsis-induced brain hyperactivation in our CLP model, we admi-
nistered LEV by intraperitoneal injection immediately after surgery
(Fig. 5A). LEV administration at H0 prevented the transient neuron-
al c-fos gene expression observed at H6 in CLP mice specifically in
the extended amygdala (CeA and vBNST) and the vagal system
(NTS and AP; Fig. 5B) and had nearly no effect in control mice
(Supplementary Fig. 4A). Analysis of the blood cytokines in CLP
animals treatedwith LEV indicated that LEV hadno peripheral anti-
inflammatory effects (Supplementary Fig. 4B). In vivo calcium im-
aging of the vBNST-projecting CeA neurons showed that LEV sup-
pressed the transient sepsis-induced increase in the frequency of
spontaneous calcium transients while restoring the mean peak
amplitude of these transients (Fig. 5C–E). To further characterize
the activity-dependent effect of LEV in the amygdala circuits, we
monitored the evoked population activity of vBNST neurons in
response to optogenetic activation of CeA axonal terminals 30
min following LEV intraperitoneal administration (Fig. 5F). Light
stimulation at different frequencies revealed that LEV significantly
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Figure 4 CLP induces long-term alterations of synaptic connectivity and functional activity of vBNST-projecting CeA neurons. (A) Experimental design
for targeting mCherry-expressing pseudotyped rabies virus to CeA neurons projecting to the vBNST in sham versus CLP survivors, 2 weeks after sur-
gery. (B) Trans-synaptically labelled neurons in different brain regions. Scale bar = 100 μm. (C) Map of the brain regions providing the largest fraction of
presynaptic neurons to the vBNST-projecting CeA neurons in sham animals (relative to the total). Regions providing <1% of total inputs are not dis-
played (n=4). BNST included all BNST subdivisions except oval nucleus (ON). (D) Map of the differences in presynaptic neurons to vBNST-projecting
CeAneurons inCLP survivors compared to shamsurvivors. Only regions showing significant difference are colour-coded (nCLP =4,Mann–Whitney tests;
BNST: *P=0.028, ON: *P=0.017, *RRf: P=0.049). (E) vBNST-projecting CeA neurons were chronically recorded during fear conditioning at D15 using fibre
photometry. (F and G) Averaged ΔF/F traces (baseline set to 0) showing the responses to conditioned stimulus [tone; conditioned stimulus (CS); F] and
unconditional stimulus [foot shock; unconditional stimulus (US); G] during fear conditioning in CLP and sham mice (nSham=6, nCLP = 12). Mean ΔF/F
changes relative to baseline during the conditioned stimulus response (0–5 s window) and during the unconditional stimulus response (0–4 s window)
showed no difference between CLP and shammice. (H) Averaged ΔF/F traces (baseline set to 0) during fear conditioning (FC) recall exhibited a stronger
inhibitory response to conditioned stimulus in CLP mice compared to sham animals (nSham=5, nCLP = 10, *P=0.0426). Statistics: (D and F–H) Mann–
Whitney tests. Data shown as mean±SD (except traces in F–H±SEM). aAI = anterior agranular insular cortex; CUN = cuneiform nucleus; DR = dorsal
raphe nucleus; LEC = lateral entorhinal cortex; LHA= lateral hypothalamic area;MG=medial geniculate nucleus;MRN=midbrain reticular nucleus; OV
= oval nucleus; PAG = periaqueductal grey; pAI = posterior agranular insular cortex; POL = posterior limiting nucleus of the thalamus; PP = peripedun-
cular nucleus; RRf = retrorubral field; SPF = subparafascicular nucleus; TeA = temporal association area; TR = post-piriform transition area; vCA1 = ven-
tral CA1; VMH = ventro-medial hypothalamic nucleus..
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decreased the light-evoked response at high frequencies (25–50 Hz)
but had no effect for lower frequencies (5–10 Hz; Fig. 5G), indicating
that LEV has an inhibitory impact preferentially on CeA-to-vBNST
circuits exhibiting high-frequency activity.

Transient LEV treatment during sepsis acute phase
dampens the post-CLP long-term behavioural
impairments

Given that LEV dampened sepsis-induced hyperactivation of
the extended amygdala, we tested whether a transient administra-
tion of LEV, only during the acute phase of sepsis, could prevent
onset of long-term behavioural changes seen 15 days post-CLP.

Mice treated with LEV every 12 h during 48 h post-CLP showed at
D15 a decreased anxiety level (Fig. 6A and B). This treatment re-
duced the PTSD-like fear response 15 days post-CLP, with a strong
beneficial effect over the auditory recall to fear conditioning but
no effect on contextual fear recall (Fig. 6C). Importantly, such
48 h-long LEV administration had no effect on pain threshold, gen-
eral locomotor activity, recognition memory or spatial contextual
memory (Supplementary Fig. 4C–H), ruling out potential deleteri-
ous long-term side effects of the drug on behaviour or cognition.
Moreover, a 48 h-long treatment with LEV showed no effect at
D15 on the open field and fear conditioning long-term behaviour
in control mice (Supplementary Fig. 4C and E). Lastly, intracerebro-
ventricular infusion of LEV (0.1 mg/h) during the 48 h post-CLP

Figure 5 LEV administration during sepsis suppressed the transient neuronal activation in vBNST-projecting CeA neurons. (A) LEVwas administrated
every 12 h for 48 h post-CLP. (B) LEV treatment reduced the transient c-fos expression increase atH6post-CLP only in theNTS and theCeA (CeA: nCLP = 9,
nCLP+LEV =5, *P=0.0347, vBNST: nCLP =6, nCLP+LEV =5; NTS: nCLP = 6, nCLP+LEV= 5, **P=0.0057; AP: nCLP = 6, nCLP+LEV =3; PBN: nCLP = 11, nCLP+LEV =5; supra-optic
nucleus (SO): nCLP = 10, nCLP+LEV = 4). (C–E) In vivo calcium imaging of the vBNST-projecting CeA neurons. (C) Gcamp6f specific expression and in vivo re-
cording in the vBNST-projecting CeA neurons before and hours after CLP, in absence or presence of LEV treatment. (D) LEV administration showed a
direct inhibiting effect over the increased neuronal spontaneous activity observed in vivo post-CLP [group: F(1,616) = 141.7, ****P<0.0001]. (E) BetweenH4
and H6 post-CLP (nCLP =12, nCLP+LEV= 7), LEV treatment induced a decreased frequency and an increased amplitude of the calcium events compared to
non-treated animals (frequency: ***P=0.0001, amplitude: *P=0.0265). (F andG) Optogenetic stimulation of axon terminals fromChRimsonR-expressing
vBNST-projecting CeA neurons and recording of the light-evoked response in vBNST neurons. Scale bar = 200 μm. Thirty minutes following LEV intra-
peritoneal injection (blue), the light-evoked response (normalized to the baseline light-evoked response before injection) was decreased compared to
saline injection (grey) [n per group=10, interaction: F(6,54) = 5.472; frequency: F(6,54) = 5.472, ***P=0.0002; group: F(1,9) = 3.412, P=0.0978; Control-LEV:
25 Hz, ***P=0.0009]. CL = continuous light. LEV data in B are pooled with CLP data from Fig. 2 and LEV data in D and E are pooled with CLP data from
Fig. 3. Statistics: (B and E) Mann–Whitney test or unpaired t-test. (D and G) two-way ANOVA (repeatedmeasure for G) and Sidak’smultiple comparison
tests (grey bar when significant). ****P<0.0001. Data shown as mean±SD (except D±SEM).
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showed no significant effects on the open field and the fear
conditioning long-term behaviours in CLP mice (Supplementary
Fig. 4I and J). Thus, we concluded that preventing early activation
of fear- and anxiety-associated circuits during sepsis with an intra-
peritoneal administration of the inhibitory agent LEV strongly im-
proved the psychocognitive outcomes of CLP mice.

Transient pharmacogenetic silencing of
vBNST-projecting CeA neurons prevents the
development of anxiety and PTSD-like conditioned
fear expression

To dissect the precise neuronal circuits involved in the generation
of post-sepsis anxiety and PTSD-like fear expression,we performed
a genetically encoded presynaptic transmitter release inhibition
based on the conditional expression of the inhibitory Designer
Receptor Exclusively Activated by Designer Drugs (DREADD).63 We
injected in the vBNST a retrograde Cre-expressing virus, and in
the CeA a conditional Cre-dependent virus expressing the inhibi-
tory hM4D(Gi) DREADD. This DREADD is only active when CNO is
injected into the animal (Fig. 7A and B). TheCNOwas injected intra-
peritoneally at H0, H6, H12 and H24 post-surgery to induce 24 h
transient inhibition of the targeted amygdala circuit. The c-fos
staining confirmed that the pharmacogenetic silencing of synaptic
transmission between CeA and vBNST prevented the CLP-induced
neuronal activation at H6 in the post-synaptic region targeted by

hM4D(Gi)-expressing CeA neurons, i.e. the vBNST (Fig. 7C).
Specific DREADD inhibition of the vBNST-projecting CeA neurons
only during the 24 h post-CLP period prevented the development
of anxiety and PTSD-like fear expression at D15 (Fig. 7D and E).
Such transient silencing alleviates both anxiety in the open field
test and auditory- and contextual-exaggerated fear responses dur-
ing the fear conditioning test. In sham animals, DREADD-driven in-
hibition produced no behavioural changes (Supplementary Fig. 5A
and B). These data confirmed that the sepsis-induced early activa-
tion of vBNST-projecting CeA neurons is necessary for the subse-
quent development of anxiety and PTSD-like fear expression.

Discussion
In the present study, we have coupled circuit tracing techniques, in
vivo imaging and targeted pharmacogenetic manipulation in mice
to show that a transient pathological activation of a subpopulation
of vBNST-projecting CeA neurons leads to the onset of long-term
anxiety and PTSD-like fear expression. The dampening activity of
this circuit prevents occurrence of these long-term post-sepsis ad-
verse effects.

CLP-induced sepsis as a new model of PTSD?

Despite the pathophysiological and clinical complexity of sepsis,
several animal models have been developed in the field, ranging

Figure 6 Transient LEV treatment during sepsis acute phase dampened the post-CLP long-term behavioural impairments. (A) LEVwas administrated
every 12 h during the first 48 h following CLP. Long-term behaviour was then tested 15 days post-CLP. (B and C) Early LEV administration decreased the
mean distance to the open field arena centre (B; nLEV- = 26, nLEV+ = 22, **P=0.0055) and the freezing behaviour during fear conditioning recall in CLP sur-
viving mice (C; nLEV = 17, nLEV+ = 14, Auditory: **P=0.0024). LEV data in B and C are pooled with CLP data from Fig. 1. Statistics: (B and C) Mann–Whitney
test or unpaired t-test. Data shown as mean±SD.
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from administration of exogenous toxin (such as liposaccharide) to
pathogen inoculation, or direct alteration of animal mucosal bar-
riers. In this last category, CLP is themost commonly usedmodel.26

In mice, it leads to a syndrome strongly reminiscent of human sep-
sis. Indeed, contrary to liposaccharide or pathogen injection, CLP
induces a polymicrobial infection with a large spectrum of the
host intestinal microbiota, which recreates the major features of
human sepsis acute phase, notably the characteristic cytokine
storm.64 In our study, we have shown a strong and quick increase
of several peripheral pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines (IL-1α,
IL-6, TNF, IL-10). This both pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokine
profile and the kinetics of cytokine release is very similar to sepsis
patients.57,58 In agreement with previous reports, we also observed
a transient neuroinflammatory response with brain expression of
inflammatory cytokines and chemokines.34,65 Additionally, CLP
mice showed brain dysfunctions that shared many characteristics
with human sepsis-associated encephalopathy. As in sepsis-
associated encephalopathy, CLP-induced sickness behaviour was
characterized by altered vigilance, impaired locomotor activity,
sleep alteration as well as neuroendocrine and autonomic distur-
bances. In addition, we highlighted EEG abnormalities and rare
epileptiform-like spikes in CLP mice, presenting features and pro-
portions closed to sepsis-associated encephalopathy patients
(Supplementary Fig. 3B and C). Lastly, as described in septic pa-
tients, CLP mice displayed long-term behavioural impairments.
We decided to test behaviour from 15 days post-CLP, as mice pre-
sented no remaining signs of peripheral inflammation or sickness
behaviour at this stage. We observed both associative and non-
associative features: CLP mice displayed an enhanced anxiety
during spontaneous exploration and an enhanced fear response
to conditioned cues. Moreover, CLP mice presented a fear

generalization to a new auditory cue but not to a different context,
a partial generalization feature that is also observed in PTSD rodent
models66 and in PTSD patients.67 However, we observed only a lim-
ited deficit of fear extinction based on short-term spontaneous re-
covery, althoughwe did not explore alternative parameters such as
length of the extinction-to-test interval or reinstatement.8,68,69 The
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fifth edition
(DSM-5) describes the key criteria to characterize PTSD in humans
as the exposition to a threatening traumatic event and the persist-
ent re-experience of this event, towhich are added a range of symp-
toms such as avoidance, negative cognition or arousal. The
sepsis-related PTSD-like syndrome described here recapitulates
some key aspects of human PTSD pathology,70–72 attesting to
good construct and face validity. In the framework of the rodent
model of PTSD,73,74 CLP-induced sepsis may not constitute the
acute stressor but rather acts as a pre-traumatic ‘sensitizing’ event,
which promotes sustained anxiety and enhances PTSD susceptibil-
ity, the latter being assessedwith a de novo fear conditioning at D15.
In human studies, inflammation intensity is an important factor in-
volved in PTSD susceptibility. Indeed, only 10–15% of people ex-
posed to severe trauma will develop PTSD.75,76 Both innate and
environmental risk factors widely influence PTSD development
susceptibility.74 Among them, inflammation prior to trauma has
been associated with an increased PTSD risk. A study showed
that American soldiers diagnosed post-deployment with PTSD pre-
sented 2-fold higher levels of the inflammatory marker C-reactive
protein before their deployment in a war zone.77

Several preclinical studies have already investigated the impact
of sepsis on long-term behavioural changes.30,34,78–85 Although
most of them highlighted sustained anxiety, data differ mainly on
aversive or non-aversive memory deficits. These divergences can

Figure 7 Transient pharmacogenetic silencing of vBNST-projecting CeA neurons prevents the development of anxiety and PTSD-like conditioned fear
expression. (A) Timeline of the experiment. Three weeks after stereotaxic injection of viral vectors, mice underwent a CLP and were injected
with clozapine N-oxide (CNO) during the 24 h following surgery. Long-term behaviour was then tested 15 days post-surgery. (B) A retrograde
Cre-expressing virus was injected in the vBNST and a Cre-dependent inhibitory DREADD (Gi) or mCherry control (mch) virus was injected in the
CeA to allow the recombination and the expression of the Gi/mch viruses exclusively in the vBNST-projecting CeA neurons. (C) H6 c-fos quantification
showed an inhibiting effect of Gi over the post-CLP neuronal activation in the vBNST compared to mCherry controls, with no impact on other neigh-
bouring regions such as the BLA (nmch= 5, nGi = 7, vBNST: *P=0.0257). (D and E) CNO-induced Gi inhibition for 24 h post-CLP is sufficient to abolish the
long-term behavioural changes observed in the open field test (D; nmch= 17, nGi = 10, *P=0.0190) and the fear conditioning (FC) recall (E; nmch=16, nGi = 9,
Contextual: *P=0.0415; Auditory: *P=0.0228). Scale bar = 200 μm. Statistics: Mann–Whitney test or unpaired t-test. Data shown as mean±SD.
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be explained by a high diversity of variables including the type and
the severity of sepsis induction (liposaccharide injection or CLP),
post-surgery treatments, animal species, genetic background, age
and sex and, most importantly, the fear learning protocol and tim-
ing of behavioural evaluation. For instance, sepsis impaired novel
object recognition at 10 days post-surgery but had no effect at 30
days.86 Because many of the actual stressors in human PTSD pa-
tients are very brief,68 we have favoured a short aversive pairing
(only two pairings) in our fear conditioning protocol rather than a
long and repetitive over-training procedure. We also avoided a
longer duration stressor to prevent other confounding phenomena
such as depression-like behaviour. Lastly, all the contextual or sen-
sory cues used at D15were unrelated to the environmentwhere an-
imals initially experienced sepsis (home cage), discarding any
confounding re-exposure effects on behavioural measurements.

Extended amygdala circuits mediate post-sepsis
anxiety and PTSD-like fear expression

Our results showed that the pharmacological or the pharmacoge-
netic inhibition of the vBNST-projecting CeA neurons during the
first hours following CLP suppressed long-term anxiety and
PTSD-like fear expression. These data suggest that the transient ac-
tivation of this circuit during acute inflammation leads to persist-
ent modifications responsible for the long-term behavioural
impairments. Those alterationsmay involve both cell-autonomous
molecular changes—i.e. long-term reduction of extrasynaptic
GABAergic receptors21—or long-term synaptic changes including
afferent-specific synaptic remodelling of excitatory drive.87,88

Cytokines recruited during sepsis (IL-1β, IL-6, TNF) have been
shown to impactmemory consolidation, throughmechanisms ran-
ging from long-termpotentiation to synaptic scaling andneurogen-
esis.89 Focusing on sepsis studies, CLP mice displayed long-term
reduction of spine density in the BLA and the hippocampus.72,90

Interestingly, the reduction of spine density in these regions has
also been revealed in animal models and human patients suffering
from anxiety-related disorders.91,92 In our study, we have demon-
strated, at a circuit scale, a causal link between the sepsis-related
recruitment of the extended amygdala and the long-term
PTSD-like fear expression. Given that PTSD is generally associated
with hippocampal dysfunction, the hippocampus might also be in-
volved in the post-CLP symptoms. However, in the present study,
the alterations observed on contextual/cue fear memories and
not on spatial/novelty tasks may indicate a preferential impact on
ventral hippocampus/amygdala circuitry. Using rabies virus-based
retrograde tracing, we observed that CLP induced a persistent de-
crease of direct inputs to vBNST-projecting CeA neurons from ret-
rorubral field and BNST. Interestingly, both retrorubral field and
BNST innervate the CeA and also receive inputs from CeA neurons,
suggesting a preferred CLP-induced alteration in looped circuit ele-
ments involved in threat monitoring. The reduction of inputs onto
vBNST-projecting CeA neurons suggests an unbalanced control
over CeA neuronal activity, which may lead to PTSD-like exagger-
ated fear expression at D15 post-CLP.

This study raises the question of how peripheral infection and
inflammation mediates brain activation and dysfunction. Innate
immune response transduces inflammatory signals to the brain
via two major pathways: the neural pathway and the humoral
pathway.4 Both routes might be involved in our model because
the NTS (the recipient of the neural vagal inputs) and the AP (the
sensor of blood-borne signals) are highly activated at 6 h post-
sepsis. Local liberation of pathogen-associated molecular patterns

and cytokines during abdominal infection induces AP activation
as well as peripheral nerve activation, especially the vagus nerve
that projects to the NTS. The NTS/AP complex controls body tem-
perature, blood pressure, heart rate, arousal and gut motility, all
parameters highly affected during sickness behaviour in mice.
The NTS/AP complex relays the signal to other autonomic and neu-
roendocrine hypothalamic regions, and finally cognitive/behav-
ioural centres (via the PBN) such as the amygdala.4,93 This
activation cascade during the sepsis acute phase not only explains
the brain activation profile at H6, but also enlightens the physio-
logical and behavioural disturbances observed in CLPmice sickness
behaviour.

A new proactive therapeutic approach with
levetiracetam prevents long-term psychocognitive
impairments

The major breakthrough of this study concerns the preclinical val-
idation of a therapeutic approach able to dampen post-infection
anxiety-related syndrome using preventive administration of the
neuromodulatory drug LEV only during the infection phase. Our
results showed that acute LEV treatment only during the first 48 h
following CLP is sufficient to alleviate long-term behavioural im-
pairments in mice. Given that LEV application on brain slices can
directly reduce synaptic transmission induced by neuronal
hyperactivationwhile preserving baseline transmission,62 and con-
sidering that we did not observe any peripheral anti-inflammatory
effects of LEV (Supplementary Fig. 4B), we believe that, in our
model, the action site of LEV is primarily on neuronal circuits.
This drug presents all the favourable characteristics to be consid-
ered for human trials (it is well-tolerated, easy to administer and
monitor and is inexpensive).38 Likewise, various drugs proposed
for PTSD are prescribed to sepsis survivors—including β-blockers,
α2 adrenergic receptors agonists, corticosteroids or ketamine94—
but the clinical benefit of these drugs for the prevention of post-
sepsis PTSD remains highly controversial.95 Surprisingly, the
sepsis-induced EEG and neurophysiological changes had never
been therapeutically targeted in either experimental studies or
clinical trials until now, whereas a wide range of anti-epileptic
drugs are available.

Using c-fos expressionmapping, we showed that LEV adminis-
tration had a preferential influence on brainstem activity, with a
significant inhibitory effect of LEV on CLP-induced neuronal acti-
vation in the NTS and downstream regions (Fig. 5). In addition,
we observed that only intraperitoneal—but not intracerebroven-
tricular—administration of LEV could reduce CLP-induced long-
term behavioural alterations, indicating that LEVmay have a pref-
erential action on the peripheral nervous system. Altogether,
these data suggest that LEV could alleviate post-sepsis PTSD by
acting on the vagus nerve, which senses peripheral inflammation
and relays this information to the brain via theNTS. Further inves-
tigation of LEV action over the brainstem and the vagus nerve
activity would be of great interest because these regions are in-
volved in the neurovegetative response to sepsis as well as in
the anti-inflammatory reflex, and are therefore directly implicated
in survival.

As in most animal studies, these experiments were performed
on mice in a single facility and all with the same genetic back-
ground (C57BL/6JRJ). The impacts of microbiota, genetic back-
ground and facility-specific factors on our findings are presently
unknown. Also, sepsis can have different expression, magnitude,
origin and duration, which may affect the interpretation of our
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results. Given the wide associations of sepsis with a variety of
neurobiological processes, including neuroinflammation and cell
metabolism, it is very likely that sepsis plays additional roles to
those described in our studies. In particular, other subpopulations
of neurons may be affected by sepsis, as noticed by our
brain-activity mapping. Additionally, the following questions re-
main open. What other molecular, cellular and circuit effects are
triggered by sepsis and how do these effects contribute to the long-
termpsychocognitive outcomes?What is the exact critical period of
treatment for preventing these post-sepsis outcomes? Why are
some specific brain regionsmore susceptible to sepsis than others?
Despite those important fundamental questions, the present pre-
clinical findings warranted to propose, with the support of the
French Ministry of Health and the TRIGGERSEP network, a multi-
centre randomized clinical trial on LEV in patients with septic
shock, with duration of encephalopathy and incidence of PTSD as
primary and secondary outcomes (patent: US20200121644A1).
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